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                                                       4-ethoxy-3,5-dimethoxy
                                                         penethylamine
                                                                      "Escaline"

                                           Eric's material has EtOH of hydration?
-   10mg 2/26/77 10:30AM ATS no effects.   if so, 80mg  68 anh.                 ≅
-   20mg 2/28/77 10:00AM ATS no effects.          60mg  51 anh.≅

+   40mg 3/12/77 2:37PM ATS at [2:00-3:00] an extraordinary muscular hyperreflexia
         certainly real - clearly an honest 1+ as to physical - nothing sensory or
         mental. at [4:00] dinner (at Jamie's apartment) went well but I had some
         problems putting thoughts to words smoothly. Played excellent chess [with]
         Ted, and my french reading went normally. Beware, aleph-6, 20µg, in AM.
         Sleep OK.

+++ 60mg 3/23/77 10:00AM=[0:00][0:30-0:45] - development of a quiet ASC [1:10]
         very real - none of the methylene dioxy noise CH2O is noisy, ROH is quiet.
         [2:00-2:20] eyes closed, in bed, in ~darkness. excellent! Attention can
         be paid to external sounds (for safety, telephone, etc) while a parallel
         image can unfold and develop in the mind. A face forms -  a set of eyes,
         and you watch as the mind embroiders it with colors, glitter, designs -
         you watch as it unfolds. Are you creating (am I creating) it in a flow
         process - creativity on demand, on call? or is this all tucked away
         somewhere - preformed - and just oozing out? Try improvisation on piano.
         fine. [3:00] try outside world - drive to bank, photo shop, post office.
         all OK. All faces are with a mescaline maskness - no one is pretty - but
         every one is somehow human. Back at [4:30] - still soundly altered.
         [6:00] dropping. Good appetite. +++
                                                     Eric 4/14/77 letter 22mg >
+   80mg 8/14/77 9:05AM=[0:00][0:45] sl. lt-head     than = dose of proscaline
         [1:00] slight effects [2:00] mentally thin
         and real effect. OK at + perhaps a functional tolerance from yesterday's
         MDE-LSD [5:15] what little fleeting effects are now long gone. + I must
         repeat after several days drug-effect-free. This is not self consistent.

+++ 60mg ANHYDROUS BATCH. 6/14/80 5:05=[0:00] AP ≡. Alerts ~[:30] by [1:15] at or
         above ++. This out 2C-B's 2C-B for eroticism. Erotic synthesis to music,
         fantasy - more complex (unreality edging) than 2-CB [5:30] eat a little -
         very much >++ almost +++. AP +++ driving impossible. St. Vartan Symphony,
         by Hovhaness, Unicorn #317 - As you participate in art, you become one
         with art, thus you are art. Fantasy can become unexitable for lack of
         edges for pulling out (gripping). [7:30] try sleep - 2 or 3 intense darts.
         2 glasses wine softens the v.strung-up nervous system. Sleep to [14:00] -
         adequate ATS not so AP. Good, intense +++ - with some physical price
         afterwards, but well worth it. +++
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